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The recently synthesized molecular compound [CeIII
2 CeIVMnIII

8 O8(O2CPh)18(HO2CPh)] (Ce3Mn8) has gained
much interest due to its structural resemblance to the repeating unit of perovskite manganites and containing
rich physics. We investigate the electronic and magnetic properties of the molecular analog of perovskite
ferrites [CeIII

2 CeIVFeIII
8 O8(O2CPh)18(HO2CPh)] (Ce3Fe8), another fascinating family of magnetic oxides, using

first-principles methods. Our results have shown that compared to MnIII, the inclusion of the dx2−y2 orbital in FeIII

can exhibit a strong antiferromagnetic (AF) Fe-O-Fe superexchange interaction and a pronounced asymmetric
behavior of the Fe-Ce-Fe ferromagnetic (FM) interaction involving the central Ce- f orbitals. The combination
of pairwise FeIII

2 FM and AF exchange interactions result in C-type AF spin vector alignments that are found
within the 3-D perovskites but are different from Ce3Mn8. The Wannier orbital analysis indicates that the edge
Ce- f orbitals, though farther away from the Fermi level, can hybridize with the central Ce- f orbitals near the
Fermi level, giving rise to a FM interaction between the neighboring Fe ions with relatively large distance. These
findings can contribute to the theory of magnetism in complex magnetic molecules involving mixed valence and
both d and f electrons.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.108.184421

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic perovskite materials continue to attract
widespread attention in the scientific community due to
their excellent and fascinating physical properties such
as colossal magnetoresistance and multiferroicity [1–6].
These materials have been supported for use in multiple
applications in the technology fields, such as energy transfer
and information storage [7–9]. While the investigation
of the underlying mechanisms in such materials is often
limited by their complex nature [10], a molecular bottom-up
approach to making 0-D species, which are fragments of
the bulk 3-D materials, can overcome the limitations and
complexities in the synthesis and characterization of bulk
3-D materials [11,12]. Compared with 3-D solids, the
0-D molecules with stable organic ligand shells exhibit
more important and advanced properties. The significant
competitiveness for such advantages of molecules in the
area of known physical phenomena, and the discovery of
new ones, is well documented in the field of single-molecule
magnets [13–15]. A molecule of the perovskite manganite
repeating units [CeIII

2 CeIVMnIII
8 O8(O2CPh)18(HO2CPh)],

abbreviated as Ce3Mn8, was successfully synthesized
previously [16]. The combination of experimental and
theoretical study [16] reveals that the spin-ordered state of
the Ce3Mn8 molecule is the same as that in the 3-D C-type
antiferromagnetic perovskites, and the mixes of +3/+4
oxidation states of Ce ions make the molecule one of the few
3d-4 f complexes and exhibit Mn-Ce-Mn direct magnetic
exchange via CeIV − f orbitals. The rich and complex
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magnetic interactions involving both d and f electrons in
Ce3Mn8 make it valuable for further investigation [17].
In particular, the nanoscale size of the molecule enables
the fine-tuning of its properties by chemical doping or
external manipulation, which is intrinsically different from
its corresponding 3-D bulk perovskite. Cation substitution
effects on atomic structure and the charging energy of
Ce3Mn8 have been investigated using the first-principles
method [18]. As proved to possess significant effects on the
magnetism of bulk perovskite [19–23], the transition metal
(TM) anion substitution of Mn in the molecule also needs
further investigation.

Due to the similar ionic radii with Mn, the Fe ion is a good
substitution choice to the Mn ion, which will not result in
strong structural distortion [22,24]. However, the difference
between the electronic structures of Mn and Fe, with one
more occupied electron in the 3d orbital for Fe, can lead
to distinct behavior upon substitutions [19,20]. For example,
Varignon et al. have demonstrated that different TM elements
of B (including Fe and Mn) in ABO3 perovskites can display
completely different geometry and electronic and magnetic
properties [19]. Yamaguchi et al. have indicated that different
TM elements of M (Mn, Fe, Co, and Zn) in MII − LnIII − MII

magnetic molecules can exhibit different M-Ln bonding ge-
ometries and magnetic coupling strength [25]. Further studies
need to be performed to understand the TM substitution ef-
fects (for example, Fe substitution of Mn) on the electronic
and magnetic properties of the molecular analog of magnetic
perovskite materials.

In this work we investigate the electronic and magnetic
properties of Ce3Fe8, a molecular analog of the perovskite
repeating units by replacing Mn ions with Fe ions in Ce3Mn8

[16,18], using the first-principles method. Our calculations
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FIG. 1. The optimized molecular structure of Ce3Fe8. (a) The complete molecular structure of Ce3Fe8 with -CH3 as the ligand group. The
FeO6 octahedra (FeO5 pentahedron) are shaded in blue. Color scheme: CeIV orange; CeIII green; FeIII brown; O red. (b) The partial Ce3Fe8

central fragment without ligands, showing only the Ce-O and Fe-O bonds. The Jahn-Teller axes are marked with thicker Fe-O bonds. The Ce
line is denoted by a dotted line. The Fe curb is labeled by black line. (c) The structure of Jahn-Teller axes in FeO6; the Fe-O bonds are 2.1 Å ∼
2.2 Å, longer than the other Fe-O bonds which are 2.0 Å, not shown. (d) The Jahn-Teller axes of FeO6 and FeO5; the bridging oxygen is close
to Fe ion within FeO6, while the distance of bridging oxygen and Fe ion within FeO5 is 3.2 Å. Direction of Ce line is indicated in the figure.

show that differently from Ce3Mn8, the exchange coupling via
Fe-dx2−y2 orbitals can lead to an antiferromagnetic (AF) Fe-
O-Fe superexchange coupling and a pronounced anisotropic
Fe-Ce-Fe ferromagnetic (FM) interaction. In addition, some
of the Fe-O-Fe FM exchange paths between neighboring
Fe ions will be destroyed or weakened in Ce3Fe8 due to
the increased Fe-O distance, further strengthening the AF
interaction between neighboring Fe ions. The total energy
calculations indicate that the Ce3Fe8 molecule has a ground
state of C-type AF (C-AF-2 in Fig. 2), in contrast to the C-type
(C-AF-1 in Fig. 2) AF ground state in Ce3Mn8. The density
functional theory (DFT) Wannier function analysis reveals
that the edge Ce- f orbitals, in particular the fz3 , fx(x2−3y2 ), and
fy(y2−3x2 ) orbitals, can hybridize with the central Ce- f orbitals
that are close to the Fermi level, and thus contribute a sizable
FM interaction between neighboring Fe ions. Our results con-
firm the existence of metal-to-metal FM coupling involving f
electrons, the strength of which strongly depends on the shape
and energy level positions of the hybridized orbitals.

II. METHOD

Our first-principles calculations are carried out within
the framework of Kohn-Sham DFT [26] with the
generalized gradient corrected Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) exchange-correlation functional [27] using the Vienna
Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code [28,29]. The
electron-ion interaction was described using projector
augmented wave (PAW) potentials [30,31]. The energy
cutoff for plane-wave basis expansion was set to 500 eV. The

threshold for self-consistency and structure optimization were
set to 10−5 eV and 0.01 eV/Å, respectively. The molecule was
put into a large periodic supercell of 28 Å × 22 Å × 24 Å. The
distance between a molecule and its repeating image is larger
than 10 Å, so the van der Waals interaction between them was
ignored in the calculation. Because of the strong localization
of Ce- f and Fe-d orbitals, the GGA+U method proposed
by Dudarev et al. [32] was applied with U = 2.0 eV [16,33]
and 4.1 eV [34,35] for the Ce- f electron and Fe-d electron,
respectively, in line with previous works [16,36]. As applied
in the 3d- and 4 f -element perovskite oxides [37–40], we do
not consider the spin-flip terms in the corresponding magnetic
molecules [41,42]. The Wannier90 package [43] was applied
to calculate Wannier functions. The spin-orbit couplings
(SOCs) were also included. We find SOC has negligible
effects on the exchange couplings (see results section),
consistent with previous works on transition metal perovskite
oxides involving 3d and 4 f elements [44,45]. Thus we will
focus on the LS coupling or the Russell-Saunders regime in
this work [41,42], while we want to emphasize that there are
still some open questions about the relative strengths of the
different microscopic mechanisms, which could only be con-
clusively resolved once a relevant experiment is performed.

III. RESULTS

A. Atomic structure

The initial structure of the Ce3Fe8 molecule is obtained
by substituting Fe ions for Mn ions in the recently reported
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FIG. 2. (a) Eight spin-ordering configurations in a Ce3FeIII
8 molecule, derived from four known configurations in a perovskite unit cell.

(b) The multispin Heisenberg model showing the magnetic exchange coupling paths labeled as J1 to J4; lines in the same color indicate
symmetry-equivalent paths. Other possible paths are unlabeled because of the exchange coupling strengths at least an order of magnitude
smaller than the ones labeled in the figure.

Ce3Mn8 molecule [16]. In analogy to Ce3Mn8, the Ce3Fe8

molecule has a striking structural similarity to the repeating
unit of perovskite, which resembles a repeating unit of the
ABO3 cubic with distortions plus two A ions, as shown in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The core of Ce3Fe8 includes eight Fe sites
and three Ce sites. Three Ce ions are arranged in a line as
shown in Fig. 1(b). The central Ce ion has an oxidation state
of +4 and is eight-coordinated, while the other two have an
oxidation state of +3 and are nine-coordinated. The eight Fe
ions in Ce3Fe8 can be divided into two groups; each group has
four FeIII ions, which are separated by the Ce line, denoted as
the top group (Fe1, Fe2, Fe3, Fe4) and the bottom group (Fe5,
Fe6, Fe7, Fe8).

After geometry optimization, significant changes in the
atomic structure between Ce3Fe8 and Ce3Mn8 are observed.
Two of the previous eight six-coordinated TMO6 octahedra
located at sites of distorted tetragonal lattice in Ce3Mn8 be-
come the FeO5 pentahedron in Ce3Fe8. The remaining six
FeO6 octahedra have Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion, while the
two Fe ions (Fe2 and Fe5) with the distorted pentahedron are
five-coordinated without JT distortion [46] located in differ-
ent Fe groups. The FeO6 octahedra (FeO5 pentahedron) in
different groups share neither corners nor edges across the
Ce line, but the neighboring Fe ions from top and bottom,
respectively, are connected by a carboxylate group. In both
Ce3Fe8 and Ce3Mn8, along the Ce line direction, the neighbor-
ing TMO6 octahedra within each TM group share one corner
with one bridging oxygen atom with TM-O-TM angle greater
than 120◦, and a carboxylate group connects the two TM
ions within these neighboring TMO6 octahedra, e.g., Fe1/Fe4,
Fe2/Fe3, Fe5/Fe8, Fe6/Fe7 in Ce3Fe8. For the direction
normal to the Ce line, the original two edge-sharing TMO6

octahedra with two bridging oxygen atoms in Ce3Mn8 become
corner-sharing with one oxygen atom (Fe1/Fe2 and Fe5/Fe6)
due to the transition of octahedra to pentahedron in Ce3Fe8.
The remaining two neighboring octahedra pairs (Fe3/Fe4 and
Fe7/Fe8) in Ce3Fe8 are still edge-sharing with two bridging
oxygen atoms. The corresponding two TM-O-TM angles are
around 83◦ to 88◦ and greater than 120◦, respectively.

The transition of octahedra to pentahedron in Fe2 and Fe5
is due to the breaking of a Fe-O bond along the previously
JT axis, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The bond lengths of

Fe-O bonds are usually around 2.1–2.2 Å along the elongated
JT axis and about 2.0 Å along the remaining two axes in an
octahedron [see Fig. 1(c)], while the Fe-O distances become
3.2 Å and 2.0 Å along the original JT axis in a pentahedron
(Fe2 and Fe5) with one Fe-O bond broken and one previous
Fe-O elongated bond restoring to a normal bond length with-
out elongation [see Fig. 1(d)]. The two broken Fe-O bonds
also result in the transition of the previous two edge-sharing
sites with two bridging oxygen atoms to corner-sharing with
only one bridging oxygen atom along the direction normal to
the Ce line.

B. Magnetic structure and first-principles energetics

According to the empirical Goodenough-Kanamori (GK)
rules [47–49], different Fe-Fe pairs can exhibit FM or AF in-
teractions depending on the Fe-O-Fe angles. The combination
of FM and AF interactions can result in four known common
types of spin-ordering configurations, FM and three kinds of
AF: A-AF, C-AF, and G-AF [50]. The eight spin-ordering
configurations illustrated in Fig. 2(a) originate from these
four spin-ordering configurations after considering all three
orientations of the interaction planes (three types of A-AF) or
axes (three types of C-AF).

To reveal the magnetic structure of Ce3Fe8, we performed
DFT calculations for the eight high-symmetry spin-ordering
configurations, as shown in Fig. 2(a). This approach based on
DFT has been widely used to characterize the magnetic struc-
tures of magnetic perovskites [35,51–53]. Table I presents
the calculated total energies and atomically resolved mag-
netic moments for these eight magnetic configurations. The
calculation results without considering SOC are also supplied
in Supplemental Material [54] Table S1, showing that SOC
has little effect on the magnetic exchange coupling in this
molecule. Since the experimental structure was applied in the
calculations of Ref. [16], we performed additional calcula-
tions on the magnetic properties of the Ce3Mn8 molecule with
DFT relaxed structure (see Supplemental Material [54] Tables
S2 and S3), so as to make it comparable with the calculations
for the Ce3Fe8 molecule in this work. The structure differ-
ence between the DFT relaxed and experimental structures
can result in sizable exchange coupling strength changes, but
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TABLE I. Total energy (E) in meV and magnetic moments (M) in μB of Ce3Fe8 molecule in different spin-ordered states. “abs” is the
absolute value.

Spin order E MCeIV abs(MFe) MFe abs(MO) MO MCH M total

FM 716.7 0.05 34.2 34.2 4.29 4.29 0.21 39.89
A-AF-1 382.2 0.02 34.00 0.00 2.98 0.00 0.00 0.00
A-AF-2 726.5 0.02 34.18 0.01 4.09 0.00 0.01 0.00
A-AF-3 303.6 −0.11 33.97 0.02 2.89 0.02 0.00 −0.13
C-AF-1 285.4 −0.06 33.95 0.00 2.78 0.02 0.00 0.00
C-AF-2 0.0 −0.07 33.79 −0.03 1.84 0.04 −0.01 −1.88
C-AF-3 407.9 0.04 33.99 0.09 2.85 −0.05 0.01 0.05
G-AF 19.7 −0.02 33.80 −0.05 1.71 0.01 0.01 0.01

keeps the same underlying physical nature, e.g., the magnetic
ground state, the AF/FM magnetic interaction nature, and
the relative interaction strength sequence. Our results for the
Ce3Fe8 molecule indicate that the C-AF-2 spin-ordered state
has the lowest total energy, which is the ground state of the
Ce3Fe8 molecule, different from the Ce3Mn8 molecule with
C-AF-1 the ground state. The eight Fe ions in Ce3Fe8 exhibit
an oxidation state of +3 with the magnetic moment of each Fe
being 4.3 μB [35]. Some induced magnetization at the O sites
is also observed similar to the Ce3Mn8 molecule. Each of the
two CeIII ions outside the Fe curb has magnetic moments of
1 μB, and the central CeIV has small magnetic moments (less
than 0.1 μB). The calculations of La3Fe8 (see the following
section) by substituting three Ce ions with trivalent cations
LaIII also confirm the oxidation state of FeIII in the Ce3Fe8

molecule. One Fe ion in La3Fe8 will turn to FeIV with magne-
tization of 3.6 μB due to one less electron contribution from
the La ions compared to the Ce ions.

To characterize the origin of the C-AF-2 ground state of
Ce3Fe8, the total energies of different spin-ordered states are
further analyzed by a multispin Heisenberg model [55–59]
to estimate the various pairwise Fe/Fe exchange coupling
parameters (J). The spin Hamiltonian is defined as

Ĥ = −
∑

i< j

Ji j �Si · �S j, (1)

where Ji j are magnetic coupling parameters between the Fe
ions at sites i and j; �si and �s j are the spin vectors of Fe ions at
site i and j, respectively. According to Hund’s rule, the five 3d
electrons on each Fe ion should have the same spin direction,
leading to a total spin of S = 2.5 for each Fe ion. Our total
energy results indicate that four spin coupling paths exhibit
significant contributions to the total energy, denoted as J1 to
J4 in Fig. 2(b). Other coupling paths, e.g., the diagonal direc-
tion of the side faces in Fig. 2(b) (denoted as J5), are much
smaller compared to J1 to J4 (see Supplemental Material [54]
Table S4). The calculated coupling strengths (see Table II)
are J1 = −6.10 meV, J2 = −8.11 meV, J3 = −0.40 meV, and
J4 = +0.20 meV (positive for FM, negative for AF). The
calculated coupling strengths without SOC are also provided
in Supplemental Material [54] Table S5. The strong AF in-
teractive for J1 − J3 and weak FM interaction of J4 results in
the C-AF-2 ground state. This is completely different from
the Ce3Mn8 molecule, in which the coupling strengths are

J1 = +0.76 meV, J2 = +0.49 meV, J3 = −0.84 meV and
J4 = −0.18 meV (see Supplemental Material [54] Table S3).

The detailed analyses on the different magnetic pathways
were further performed to understand the underlying cou-
pling principals in Ce3Fe8. The significant difference in the
exchange coupling parameters between Ce3Fe8 and Ce3Mn8

is the strong AF interaction of J1 and J2 in Ce3Fe8 and weak
FM interaction of J4. Compared to MnIII, FeIII has one addi-
tional singly occupied dx2−y2 orbital in addition to one singly
occupied dz2 and three singly occupied dπ orbitals. For ex-
change coupling parameter J1, compared to Ce3Mn8, the FM
interaction according to the GK rules from the two dz2 orbitals
meeting at a bridging O atom with the acute Mn-O-Mn angles
(83◦–88◦) becomes weaker in Ce3Fe8 due to the broken Fe-O
bonds, which results in a reduction of the overlap between
the dz2 orbitals (see Supplemental Material [54] Fig. S1). In
addition, a strong AF interaction path emerges from two dx2−y2

orbitals meeting at a bridging O atom with the angle of Fe-O-
Fe larger than 120◦ in Ce3Fe8. This strong AF interaction path
due to the singly occupied dx2−y2 in the Fe ion also exists for
the coupling parameter of J2, which only has weak AF inter-
action due to the overlap of dπ orbitals and the superexchange
through the carboxylate group (Fe-O-CR-O-Fe, R = phenyl)
in Ce3Mn8. Therefore, a much stronger AF interaction was
achieved for both J1 and J2 in Ce3Fe8. Both J3 and J4 involve
superexchange via the carboxylate groups, which is an AF
interaction. The much larger Fe-Fe distances for J3 (4.63–4.98
Å) and J4 (4.77–4.86 Å) compared to J1 (3.23–3.46 Å) and J2

(3.39–3.57 Å) pathways result in a much weaker AF interac-
tion for J3 and J4. The FM interaction of J4 contributed from
the Ce- f orbitals gives rise to an overall weak FM interaction
of J4 (see the following section for details). The low-lying
G-AF excited state is supported by the weak FM couplings

TABLE II. The exchange coupling parameters (J) in meV of
Ce3Fe8, La3Fe8, and La2CeFe8. The difference of the parameters in
La3Fe8 and La2CeFe8 with respect to those in Ce3Fe8 is shown in
parentheses.

J path Ce3Fe8 La3Fe8 La2CeFe8

J1 −6.10 −6.54 (−0.44) −6.23 (−0.13)
J2 −8.11 −10.14 (−2.03) −8.06 (0.05)
J3 −0.40 −0.50 (0.1) −0.43 (0.03)
J4 0.20 −0.27 (−0.47) −0.21 (−0.41)
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FIG. 3. The projected density of states (PDOS) using GGA+U calculations without SOC for (a) C-AF-2 and (b) FM of Ce3Fe8, (c) C-AF-2
and (d) FM of [La3Fe8]−1. The PDOS plots in the top and bottom panels are element- and orbital-resolved, respectively.

in the c direction of J4, corresponding to the different relative
alignments of FM or AF pairs between the neighboring Fe
atoms from the top and bottom Fe group, respectively.

C. Effect of Ce- f orbitals on magnetism

A direct MnIII-CeIV-MnIII metal-to-metal magnetic ex-
change channel involving the CeIV − f orbitals in the Ce3Mn8

molecule has been reported previously [16]. The unoccupied
CeIV − f orbital can enhance the FM interaction leading a
significant increase of the FM nature for both J1 and J2 in
Ce3Mn8 compared to the La3Mn8 system (see Supplemental
Material [54] Table S3). To reveal the role of the CeIV − f
orbital in Ce3Fe8, we similarly performed a DFT calculation
for La3Fe8 by replacing the there Ce ions with La ions and
adding an additional electron to keep the valence state of
Fe ions unchanged. The projected density of state (PDOS)
plots without SOC (see Fig. 3 and Supplemental Material
[54] Fig. S3 for the corresponding plot with SOC) for both
ground C-AF-2 and FM states show that the highest occu-
pied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) mainly contain Fe-d and
O-p orbitals for both Ce3Fe8 and La3Fe8, and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) of Ce3Fe8 primarily
consist of Fe-d and Ce- f orbitals, while the LUMO of La3Fe8

only includes Fe-d orbitals. The unoccupied La- f orbital is
about 2–3 eV above LUMO, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).
As such, we built Wannier functions using Fe-d , Ce- f , and
O-p orbitals for Ce3Fe8, while only including Fe-d and O-p
orbitals for La3Fe8.

The calculated exchange coupling parameters J using the
total energy method are listed in Table II for both Ce3Fe8 and
La3Fe8. The corresponding total energies of different spin-
ordering states for La3Fe8 are listed in Supplemental Material
[54] Table S2. We found the magnetic coupling parameters of
Ce3Fe8 have stronger FM interactions compared with La3Fe8.
To reveal the origin of the stronger FM interactions, we first
calculated the hopping terms of Ce3Fe8 and La3Fe8, which are
the main contributions of the superexchange interaction [16].
The hopping terms of dσ between Fe sites in both molecules
are very similar (see Supplemental Material [54] Table S6),

thus indicating that the difference in J between the two sys-
tems is caused by the difference in the FM direct exchange
from the Fe-Ce-Fe interaction involving the f orbitals. How-
ever, the strengthening amount for J2 (∼2.03 meV) is much
larger than that for J1 (∼0.44 meV) showing that the Fe-Ce-
Fe FM interaction is anisotropic and directional-dependent.
To understand the underlying physics, we plotted the Fe-dσ

(dz2 and dx2−y2 ) Wannier orbitals in both Ce3Fe8 and La3Fe8

systems of one site, as well as the difference between them
for all eight sites, as shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(f). The Wannier
functions are built in the FM configuration, in which all of the
Fe ions have magnetic moments pointing in the “up” direc-
tion. The difference between the Wannier orbitals for Ce3Fe8

and [La3Fe8]−1 reflects the influence of the Ce- f orbitals in
Ce3Fe8. The shapes of Fe-3d Wannier orbitals have a signifi-
cant effect on the direct exchanges. The significant difference
among the same types of Wannier orbitals on two molecules
points to the pronounced impact of the Ce- f orbitals. In
particular, the effect on the Fe-dz2 Wannier orbitals shows a
small degree of anisotropy for J1 and J2 [see Fig. 4(c)], while
obviously different degrees of hybridization for J1 and J2 can
be observed from the difference of dx2−y2 Wannier orbitals
leading to a much stronger effect on J2. The charge density
difference plot [see Fig. 4(i)] also shows that the significant
impact mainly locates in the J2 path. This explains the stronger
anisotropic behavior of the effects of Ce- f orbitals on J1 and
J2 in Ce3Fe8, compared to Ce3Mn8, due to the extra singly
occupied dx2−y2 orbital in Fe ions. To reveal more details
about the hybridization of CeIV − f with Fe-dσ , we plotted
the PDOS of CeIV − f and Fe-dσ [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)] at
the same energy region in which the Ce- f located. A much
smaller smearing (0.01 eV) is applied in order to observe the
position of the peak more precisely. The seven f orbitals are
denoted as f±3, f±2, f±1, and f0, respectively (see the caption
of Fig. 5 for details). We can clearly observe the hybridization
between Fe-dσ and Ce- f orbitals, in particular the ( f3, dz2 ) at
0.12 eV, 0.23 eV, and 0.68 eV, and ( f±1, dx2−y2 ) at 0.40 eV.
The different degree of hybridization is closed related to the
shapes and positions of the orbitals, leading to a split of the
seven f orbitals.
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FIG. 4. Contour plots of the Wannier orbitals onto Fe-dσ orbitals for Fe-dz2 of one Fe site in (a) Ce3Fe8 and (b) La3Fe8, and (c) the
difference between them for all eight Fe sites. The similar plots for Fe-dx2−y2 are shown in (d), (e), and (f). The corresponding charge density
and charge density difference are shown in (g), (h), and (i). Isovalues: Yellow (4.5/

√
V ) and cyan-blue (−4.5/

√
V ).

In addition to J1 and J2, the Ce- f orbitals also exhibit a
strong impact on J4 with AF interaction in La3Fe8 switching
to FM interaction in Ce3Fe8, though the distance of the J4 path
is much larger than that of J1 and J2. In contrast, the effect of
the Ce- f orbitals on J3 is negligible. We plotted the PDOS for
the Ce- f orbitals, including both the central Ce- f and the two
edge Ce- f in Ce3Fe8, as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). Interest-
ingly, the PDOSs of the edge Ce- f orbitals have peaks close
to the Fermi level [see Fig. 5(c)], indicating a hybridization

between the central Ce- f and edge Ce- f orbitals. To clarify
the effects of the edge Ce- f orbitals on the magnetic exchange
couplings, we additionally calculated the La2CeFe8 system
by replacing the two edge Ce ions in Ce3Fe8 with La ions.
The PDOS plot for the edge La- f orbitals in La2CeFe8 (see
Fig. 5(d); the complete element- and orbital-resolved PDOSs
are shown in Supplemental Material [54] Fig. S2) shows no
hybridization between the central Ce- f and La- f orbitals
since they are farther apart (more than 3 eV) compared to that

FIG. 5. The PDOS without SOC of (a) center Ce- f orbital in Ce3Fe8 (f0: fz3 , f1: fxz2 , f−1: fyz2 , f2: fxyz, f−2: fz(x2−y2 ), f3: f x(x2−3y2 ), f−3:
fy(y2−3x2 )). (b) Fe1-dσ orbitals in Ce3Fe8. (c) Ce ions in Ce3Fe8. (d) Ce and La ions in La2CeFe8. (e) Left-Ce ion f orbital in Ce3Fe8. (f) The
difference of CeIV − f orbitals between Ce3Fe8 and La2CeFe8. Isovalues: Yellow (1.5/

√
V ), cyan-blue (−1.5/

√
V ).
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between the central Ce- f and edge Ce- f in Ce3Fe8 (less than
2 eV). The calculated magnetic exchange parameters (J) for
La2CeFe8 (see Table II and Supplemental Material [54] Table
S2 for the corresponding energies of different spin-ordering
states) show that the two edge Ce- f orbitals have little effect
on J1 − J3, but exhibit significant impact on J4 by comparing
the J values with Ce3Fe8. Thus the effects of Ce- f orbitals
on J1 and J2 are primarily from the central Ce- f orbital.
After a close examination of the edge Ce- f PDOS peaks
near the Fermi level due to the hybridization [see Fig. 5(e)],
we can conclude that the edge Ce-[ f0 ( fz3 ), f3 ( fx(x2−3y2 )),
and f−3 ( fy(y2−3x2 ))] orbitals give the main contribution to the
hybridization with the central Ce- f orbitals. The projections
of these three f orbitals on the plane perpendicular to the J4

path are the largest among the seven f orbitals. The plot of the
difference of Wannier orbitals to central CeIV − f in Ce3Fe8

and La2CeFe8 [see Fig. 5(f)] shows a strong hybridization
between the edge CeIII − f and central CeIV − f , leading to a
significant change in the Ce- f Wannier orbital. This changes
is mainly located on the plane along the Ce line and perpen-
dicular to the J4 pathway (also middle of the J4 pathway),
enhancing the Fe-Ce-Fe FM interaction for J4 in Ce3Fe8, and
on the other hand, a ground state of G-AF for La2CeFe8 due
to the AF nature of J4.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have theoretically investigated the atomic structure and
electronic and magnetic properties of the molecular analog
of perovskite ferrites, abbreviated as Ce3Fe8, using the first-
principles method. In particular, we found a transition of
octahedra to pentahedron in two Fe sites with disappearing
JT distortion. This optimized structure is robustly stable in
our simulations. We tried several initial configurations, e.g.,
structures with manually forced JT or no JT distortion for all
eight Fe ions, the DFT optimized Ce3Mn8 structure by direct
Fe substitutions, etc., all of which will result in the same
stable structure with two FeO5 pentahedrons after geometry
optimization. We believe this structure change compared to
Ce3Mn8 is due to the less JT-active of FeIII with a local
structural stress relief [60].

The contribution of the Ce- f orbital to the FM interaction
was first pointed out in Ce3Mn8 since it located near the
Fermi level [16]. Our calculation results in Ce3Fe8 confirm
this TM-Ce-TM FM interaction and additionally identify the
strong anisotropic behavior of this FM interaction due to the
hybridization between Fe-dx2−y2 and Ce- f orbitals. This FM
interaction due to the f − dσ hybridization should be signifi-
cantly diminished if the dσ orbitals are unoccupied. However,
for Cr-containing perovskite oxide compounds without occu-
pied dσ orbitals, e.g., the RCrO3 family, it is reported that
the FM interaction exists between Cr ions due to the t-e hy-
bridization originated from the virtual charge transfer between
the half-filled t2g and empty eg orbitals [61]. The f orbitals

from the rear-earth elements can potentially influence the t-e
hybridization in the corresponding molecular compounds, and
thus show effects on the FM interaction. Besides, we find
that the edge Ce- f orbitals located a little farther away from
the Fermi level, which are omitted in previous work about
Ce3Mn8 [16], can hybridize with the central Ce- f orbital
near the Fermi level in Ce3Fe8, thus providing a significant
contribution to the FM interaction between the neighboring
TM ions of different groups (top and bottom).

The analysis above indicates that the strength of the FM
TM-d/Ce- f /TM-d interaction is closely related to the shape
and energy level position of the orbitals, which can be mod-
ulated by the types of cations and TM elements, as well as
the molecular geometry. For example, charging the molecule
can significantly change the molecular geometries and en-
ergy levels of the orbitals [18,62], thus in turn modifying the
magnetic interactions within the molecules. This can induce
electroresistance [62] or giant magnetocapacitance [63], and
can be applied to develop multifunctional molecular-based
magnetic devices, e.g., the single-molecule transistors [64].
In addition, the study on the underlying magnetism of the
magnetic molecule can provide insights into the structural
and physical properties of ultrasmall nanoscale perovskite
materials, benefiting the use of nanoparticles in perovskite
technology applications.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our investigation of the Ce3Fe8 magnetic
molecule elaborates the complex magnetism involving both
d and f orbitals at the nanoscale. The superexchange via
the Fe-dx2−y2 and O-p orbitals can supply a strong AF in-
teraction for both J1 and J2 with relative close distance
between the Fe pairs. The hybridization between the Fe-dx2−y2

and central Ce- f orbitals, which contributes FM interaction,
shows an anisotropic behavior for J1 and J2 with a much
stronger FM contribution for J2. Surprisingly, the edge Ce- f
orbitals, especially the fz3 , fx(x2−3y2 ), and fy(y2−3x2 ) orbitals,
can interact with the central f orbitals, and thus results in
a sizable FM contribution to J4 with relative large distance
between the corresponding Fe pairs. The combination of
these pairwise FeIII

2 ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ex-
change interactions leads to a C-AF-2 spin-ordered ground
state in the Ce3Fe8 molecule. Our work provides theoretical
support for fine-tuning the magnetic properties of nanoscale
molecules, e.g., by charging or structural engineering, which
is a crucial strategy for future molecule-based magnetic device
development.
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